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Project Overview 
 
Problem Statement: 
 The Ranch, a community gathering place for recreation and education that 
provides outdoor employment opportunities for area residents with developmental 
disabilities, is currently lacking a space where people of all types of ability can 
engage in meaningful work and needs a farming area that is sustainably designed 
and constructed such that it maximizes accessibility without compromising 
functionality.  
 
The Ranch: 
 The Ranch is a nonprofit program provided by United Cerebral Palsy of San 
Luis Obispo that is located on the Jewish Community Center of San Luis Obispo’s 
(JCCSLO’s) property.  The program’s mission is to “develop a community venue 
through collaboration to empower people with special needs by providing 
opportunities for inclusive training and employment in agricultural, recreational, 
therapeutic, and related enterprises” (Ranch SLO).  The Corporation for National 
and Community Service’s (CNCS’s) AmeriCorps program provides funding for the 
current program director.  The program currently has a work crew of adults with 
disabilities on the site five days a week and seeks to provide the workers with a 
sense of empowerment and inclusion that is often lacking from their lives.  The 
Ranch provides meaningful and therapeutic work for a historically underserved 
population.  
 
Project Deliverables: 
This project will deliver a physically constructed space that is locally funded, 
fully documented, grounded in research, and sustainably designed for vegetable and 
herb production by people of all ages with all levels of physical and mental ability.  
At the conclusion of this project the new farming area will ready for planting and 
use by the community. 
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Project Language: 
Respectful disability language is a concept that recognizes that terms and 
definitions evolve and change over time and further recognizes that words are 
powerful and can exclude people and prevent their full participation if they are not 
used with respect.  Understanding the current definitions of handicap and disabled 
is an important first step.  Disability refers to the medically determined condition 
that limits a person's movements, senses, or activities while handicap refers to a 
barrier or circumstance that makes progress or success difficult (“Disabled or 
Handicapped”).  Thus, a person’s disability may be paralysis from the waist down 
that causes them to use a wheelchair and a curb without a ramp would be a 
handicap they face.  The disability may be permanent, but the handicap is 
situational and may not always be present such as when the person is in a kayak 
and does not face a barrier or circumstance that makes progress or success difficult 
(“Disabled or Handicapped”).  These definitions and the following guidelines are 
drawn, in part, from the US Forest Service’s Facilities Toolbox that guides the 
language used by Forest Service personnel who interact outdoors with people with 
disabilities in a comparable fashion as to how The Ranch director, employees, and 
work crew leaders will interact with people with disabilities on the property. 
When interacting with, and talking to, a person with a disability it is 
important to use “person first” terminology that recognizes that first and foremost 
the person is just that, a person.  Use people’s names and avoid referring to people 
by their disability. If their disability is related to what is being talked about, do not 
use language like “differently-abled,” “special needs,” “victim of,” “suffering from,” 
or anything similar.  Instead, say the person “has a disability,” just as you would 
refer to other characteristics of the person such as eye color and hair color.  
Similarly, people with disabilities are not inherently “brave” or “special,” but they 
possess talents, skills, and abilities just like every human does (“Respectful 
Disability Language”).        
When referring to places that have accommodations for people with 
disabilities, use the term “accessible” rather than “disabled” or “handicapped.”  
Bathrooms, parking spaces, and garden beds designed for people with disabilities 
should be referred to as accessible bathrooms, accessible parking spaces, and 
likewise accessible garden beds (“Respectful Disability Language”).  Furthermore, 
accessibility for people with disabilities is legally not on a spectrum.  Accessibility 
has stringent and well-defined objective standards that are specified by the 
government in standards and guidelines that are either fully met or not met at all.  
The specific standards and guidelines needing to be met in the design of this project 
are discussed in the literature and designs sections of this paper. 
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Qualification as a LAES Senior Project 
 
 This project fully qualifies as a LAES Senior Project for the following reasons.  
It is a discrete independent project that seeks to create the physical infrastructure 
for a farm that can provide meaningful employment to all people.  I have full 
ownership of the project and The Ranch’s director is only providing support and 
feedback.  The research, construction, usability testing, and analysis of the project 
are all in my control and are my personal responsibility. 
Additionally, this project is to be completed following a philosophy of 
sustainable design and will require novel sourcing of local material and re-use of 
free or low cost items that at the same time must maintain a high level of 
functionality while also having an aesthetic quality that suits the location and 
stakeholders.  This will require a high level of creative thought and problem solving.   
Furthermore, this is a highly technical project as it encompasses all stages of 
a real world project from concept to actualization and seeks to implement a wide set 
of interdisciplinary skills I have learned including social justice, usability studies, 
sustainable and holistic design, engineering, computer aided drafting, and project 
management.  Working with an existing nonprofit and using local networks for 
materials and financial donations require effective communication skills, and 
documentation of all ideas, plans, budgets, etc. will be crucial to this project at all 
stages. 
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What Distinguishes This Project 
 
 Although the concept of an accessible garden is not novel, existing 
environments tend to be small-scale designs for individual backyard gardens or 
public spaces where accessibility means physical access between the raised beds, 
not physical access to comfortably work in the raised beds.  This project is a fully 
functional gardening environment that aims to provide a number of community 
supported agriculture shares and/or produce to local restaurants.  It has an 
inclusive design that not only provides access between the raised beds, but also is 
specifically designed to provide a working area within the raised beds that is 
accessible for all.  Additionally, The Ranch’s existing plot of farmed land struggles 
with squirrels eating the crops despite a fence surrounding the plot of land and the 
need for a more animal-proof farming environment will be provided by this project.  
The need for meaningful and empowering employment for people with 
physical and mental disabilities within the San Luis Obispo community makes this 
project necessary.  As Ralph Aquila, the director of The Center for Reintegration 
says, “employment isn't the most important thing - it's the only thing. The number 
one dream of people with mental illness in terms of breaking free from the bonds of 
their illness, the poverty associated with it, and the embarrassment and stigma of it 
is to be able to go to work (“Finding Meaningful Work”).    
For people who use wheelchairs and are looking for employment, many 
websites suggest working for companies that provide services and products to those 
with disabilities or suggest office jobs where mobility and reach limitations are less 
of an issue (“No One Wants To Hire You?”).  People in wheelchairs should not be 
restricted to office jobs or jobs solely in the disability field.  Ethically and socially 
responsible design as demonstrated by this project will allow people in wheelchairs 
to work outside on a functional farm.      
 This project is further distinguished by its explicit use of scientific, 
philosophical, environmental, and religious fields of thought to provide a 
foundational basis for both the work The Ranch does that this project supports and 
for the environmental and sustainable design of the projects physical components.  
The following literature review section provides this foundational base and outlines 
the sustainable design philosophy that guided the project. 
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Literature Review 
 
There has been substantial research into the beneficial effects of horticultural 
activities and exposure to nature physically, psychologically, socially, and 
cognitively.  This existing research forms a substantial and substantive body of 
evidence to support the work of The Ranch and the creation of an accessible farming 
environment.  As a nonprofit located on the San Luis Obispo Jewish Community 
Center’s property, it is worth considering the environmental philosophy that is 
embedded in the Jewish faith and that helps to guide the mission of The Ranch and 
is a driving force in their desire to have a fully accessible gardening environment.  
All design occurs within certain philosophies and the design of this project is 
explicitly guided by the philosophy of sustainable design.  The ideology of 
appropriate technology also guides the work of The Ranch and further guided this 
project.  Since the design also seeks to maximize accessibility, an additional design 
consideration that must receive significant consideration is that of accessibility.  
Design specific to individuals with disabilities must use guidelines that have been 
developed by handicap accessible advocacy groups and coded through the 
Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA).     
 
Beneficial Effects of Horticultural Activities and Exposure to Nature 
 
The physical, psychological, social, and cognitive benefits of being exposed to 
nature and involved in horticultural activities have been demonstrated by 
numerous studies, many of which have undergone peer review and journal 
publication. The beneficial effects of horticultural activities have been demonstrated 
and the American Horticultural Therapy Association’s Definitions and Positions 
paper from 2012 (American Horticultural Therapy) extensively catalogues the 
physical, psychological, social, and cognitive benefits of horticultural activity and 
exposure to nature.  Each of these benefits is briefly expanded on below.  
 
Physical Benefits of Horticultural Activities and Exposure to Nature 
 
The physical benefits of being exposed to nature were first demonstrated in 
Roger Ulrich’s famous 1984 study that showed that patients with views of trees had 
shorter hospital stays and needed less medication (Ulrich).  Since that time, 
numerous studies have expanded upon these initial finding showing the physical 
benefits of sunlight and fresh air such as the 2006 study, Green Space, Urbanity, 
and Health: How Strong is the Relation?, that showed that improved health status 
(including decreased risk of cardiovascular, respiratory and neurological disease) as 
a function of how close to green space people lived (Maas). 
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Psychological Benefits of Horticultural Activities and Exposure to Nature 
 
 A 2013 study conducted by Ian Alcock and collaborators showed that green 
space does appear to improve psychological health in a sustained way (Alcock).  This 
study showed that “moving to greener urban areas was associated with sustained 
mental health improvements, suggesting that environmental policies to increase 
urban green space may have sustainable public health benefits (Alcock, 1247).” A 
2002 paper by Roger Ulrich, Health Benefits of Gardens in Hospital, included the 
following discussion:  
There is considerable evidence that restorative effects of nature scenes are 
manifested within only three to five minutes as a combination of 
psychological/emotional and physiological changes.  Concerning the first, 
psychological/emotional, many views of vegetation or garden-like features 
elevate levels of positive feelings (pleasantness, calm), and reduce negatively 
toned emotions such as fear, anger, and sadness. Certain nature scenes 
effectively sustain interest and attention, and accordingly can serve as 
pleasant distractions that may diminish stressful thoughts. Regarding 
physiological manifestations of stress recovery, laboratory and clinical 
investigations have found that viewing nature settings can produce 
significant restoration within less than five minutes as indicated by positive 
changes, for instance, in blood pressure, heart activity, muscle tension, and 
brain electrical activity. (Ulrich 3) 
It is interesting to note that many of the psychological benefits of nature can be 
achieved without physically interacting with nature, but simply by looking and 
plants and gardens (Ulrich 1). 
 
Social Benefits of Horticultural Activities and Exposure to Nature 
 
 The proliferation of horticultural therapy programs and jail and prison 
garden programs points to the social benefits of horticultural activities and 
exposure to natures. A 2001 study by Catherine McGuinn and Paula Diane Relf 
showed that “vocational horticulture curricula may be a tool to strengthen a 
delinquent individual's bonds with society and, subsequently, evoke changes in 
attitudes about personal success and perceptions of personal job preparedness” (Relf 
1). Improved “self esteem, self confidence, and social interaction are seen as 
significant outcomes for people with mental health problems and those with 
learning difficulties” (Aldridge 1).   
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Cognitive Benefits of Horticultural Activities and Exposure to Nature 
 
 In an 2008 aptly named paper, The Cognitive Benefits of Interacting with 
Nature, published in Psychological Science by Marc Berman, John Jonides, and 
Stephen Kaplan demonstrated in two experiments that “walking in nature or 
viewing pictures of nature can improve directed-attention abilities.”  This study 
used the framework of attention restoration theory (ART): 
According to ART, interacting with environments rich with inherently 
fascinating stimuli (e.g., sunsets) invoke involuntary attention modestly, 
allowing directed-attention mechanisms a chance to replenish.  That is, the 
requirement for directed attention in such environments is minimized, and 
attention is typically captured in a bottom-up fashion by features of the 
environment itself. So, the logic is that, after an interaction with natural 
environments, one is able to perform better on tasks that depend on directed-
attention abilities. (Berman et al, 1207) 
Exposure to nature allows for more directed attention during cognitive tasks than 
the built environment that require us to split our attention.  
 
Jewish Environmental Philosophy  
 
The Jewish Community Center of San Luis Obispo  (JCCSLO) graciously 
donated a portion of their land for use by The Ranch.  In considering why the 
JCCSLO was willing to donate their land, it is worth considering the connection of 
religious views and the natural environment. This connection of “the moral 
implications of religious cosmology to environmental problems” (Jenkins 283) has 
been strongly shaped by Lynn Whites’ 1967 paper, The Historical Roots of Our 
Ecological Crisis. White argues that the Judeo-Christian anthropocentric view 
presented in the old testament of the Bible in which man has dominion over nature, 
combined with the sharp distinction between man that was created in God’s image 
and all other creation, has lead to a superior and indifferent attitude toward nature 
that occurred simultaneously as the West became technologically dominant.  White 
argues that this fundamental understanding of humans’ relation to nature has 
allowed for the destruction and exploitation of the environment that continues to 
this day.  There are numerous critiques of White’s view with a number provided by 
Willis Jenkins in After Lynn White: Religious Ethics and Environmental Problems, 
including a failure to address the environmental degradation of cultures with more 
symbiotic religious understandings of man and nature and a failure to properly 
account and allow for changes in religious traditions, but nonetheless White’s view 
helped to spurn the investigation of the intersection of religion and environmental 
problems.    
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The Jewish approach to environmental ethics has been explored by David 
Vogel of Berkeley in his paper How Green is Judaism? Exploring Jewish 
Environmental Ethics which is partially a response to the “Judeo-Christian 
legitimization of man’s ‘dominion’ over nature as expressed in Genesis 1:26” that 
White presented (Vogel 349). Vogel argues that the Jewish tradition is neither 
strictly anthropocentric and nor is it fully biocentric or ecocentric.  The 
anthropocentric environmental position holds that humans have a moral status or 
value that is higher than that of other animals, while biocentrism extends inherent 
worth and value to all living things.  The ecocentric viewpoint holds that the whole 
ecosphere has a value that is greater than the sum of individual worth of its biotic 
and abiotic components.   
A major difference between anthropocentric and ecocentric environmental 
ethics lies in their respective views of nature. The former ethic assumes the 
existence of a tension between the interests of humans and nature, while 
both radical ecology and eco-feminism tend to regard nature as benign or at 
least innocent.  Once again, the Jewish tradition incorporates both 
perspectives. It also views nature in both positive and negative terms. (Vogel 
356) 
The Jewish tradition shows both respect for and an appreciation of nature as can be 
seen in the rhetorical questions that clearly remove man from the privileged central 
position in the universe; “Where were you when I laid the earth's foundation? Who 
set its cornerstone when the morning stars sang together and all the divine beings 
shouted for joy?” (Job 38:4 6-7).  But at the same time the Torah “also depicts 
nature as a malevolent force, one capable of wreaking havoc, death, and 
destruction” (Vogel 356).  The Jewish tradition clearly has a complex, and even 
contrary at times, understanding of environmental ethics that is beyond the scope of 
this paper.  However, it is clear that the Jewish faith contains concepts such as 
Tikkun olam, the “thesis that Jews bear responsibility not only for their own moral, 
spiritual, and material welfare, but also for the welfare of society at large” that help 
guide the mission of The Ranch (Shatz). 
 
Appropriate Technology 
 
In Appropriate Technology: Tools, Choices and Implications, Barrett 
Hazeltine defines appropriate technology as small-scale, decentralized, labor-
intensive, energy-efficient, environmentally sound, and locally controlled.  
Appropriate technology has predominantly been applied in sustainable development 
work in developing countries, but it is specifically pointed out by the authors of 
Appropriate Technology: Tools, Choices and Implications that small-scale 
environmentally friendly (natural fertilizer, no chemical herbicides, and a minimum 
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of non-residue pesticides) farms are an economically possible appropriate technology 
in the United States itself.  Intensive gardening techniques maximize yield while 
minimizing surface area needed by careful nutrient monitoring, controlled watering, 
tight rows, and companion planting.  Such a system cannot be maintained with 
conventional large-scale farm equipment that is designed for widely spaced 
monocrop rows, instead people and their hands are required to maintain and 
harvest from intensive gardens.  Planting, weeding, and harvesting intensive 
gardens are all horticultural activities that can provide meaningful employment 
while connecting people to nature.            
 
 
Philosophy of Sustainable Design 
 
 Sustainable design, green architecture, ecological design, and restorative 
design are all modern buzzwords that are used in the design and construction fields 
with a wide range of softening conflicting definitions.  Sustainable design is the 
philosophical underpinning of this emerging field from which building techniques, 
products, and certifications are emerging.  For the purposes of this project, the 
following definition of sustainable design will be used; “Sustainable Design is a 
design philosophy that seeks to maximize the quality of the built environment, 
while minimizing or eliminating negative impact to the natural environment” 
(McLennan 4).  Additionally, sustainable design uses the Brundtland Commission's 
definition of sustainability as “meeting the needs of the present without 
compromising the needs of the future” (McLennan 3).  The book from which these 
definition are taken specifically talks of the sustainable design of buildings but the 
philosophy applies equally to the smaller scale construction of this project as 
sustainable design is “a philosophical approach to design, it can be used on any 
building type at any scale; indeed in can transcend the design of buildings to 
include any object or project under design” (McLennan 5). 
Sustainable design has been misrepresented and misunderstood by many as 
a stylistic endeavor or fad that will soon pass, but understanding that it is a 
philosophy that is an approach to design, not a design itself, shows this to be false.  
Sustainable design has been represented as requiring a decrease in comfort and 
quality of build products, but an inherent component of the philosophy of 
sustainable design is the maximization of the quality of the built environment.  The 
purpose of sustainable design is to “create physical artifacts that benefit people.”  
Only after it is properly understood that sustainable design is an approach, not a 
style or fad, that seeks to benefit people here and now can the last part of the 
definition, “minimize or eliminate negative impact to the natural environment,” be 
fully understood. The following six principles are the foundation of sustainable 
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design are taken from The Philosophy of Sustainable Design by Jason F. 
McLennan: 
 
1.  Respect for the Wisdom of Natural Systems - The Biomimicry Principle 
“Respect for the wisdom of natural systems is centered on the idea that we 
should use nature as a mentor and model for all of our designs.  It fact, the 
source of all of our innovations can be traced back to nature itself.  Where 
technologies have been misapplied, they are usually examples of forgetting 
the lessons inherent all around us.  In order to return to a path of true 
sustainability our communities and built environments need to emulate 
natural systems.” (McLennan 282) 
 
Biomimicry looks to nature for inspiration as nature has time tested designs 
that evolution has selected for.  These selective forces tend to select systems that 
are “build from the bottom up, self-assemble, optimize rather than maximize, use 
free energy, cross-pollinate, embrace diversity, adapt and evolve, and use life-
friendly materials and processes, engage in symbiotic relationships, and enhance 
the bio-sphere” (Benyus 1).  In natural systems, “plants have to trap and convert 
[energy] from sunlight and predators have to hunt and catch it.  As a result of the 
scarcity of energy, life tends to organize extremely energy efficient designs and 
systems, optimizing energy use at every turn” (Benyus 1).  Furthermore, natural 
systems have eliminated waste as the byproducts of any individual system 
component are utilized by another system component, i.e. the breakdown of organic 
material by bacteria and fungus in decomposition.   Likewise, human created 
systems must implement selective procedures that minimize energy use and reduce, 
reuse, and recycle all waste.   
 
2.  Respect for People - The Human Vitality Principle 
“Sustainable design endeavors to create the healthiest, most nourishing 
places possible for people without diminishing the ability of nature to provide 
nourishing places for the rest of creation and for our own species in the 
future.  Respect for people reminds us that sustainable design is about 
creating health habitats - for us and the rest of creation.” (McLennan 282) 
 
 The Human Vitality Principle of sustainable design was intentionally 
violated starting in the 1970s as energy efficiency measures stemming from the 
1973 oil embargo resulted in the construction of new buildings that were tightly 
sealed and often lack sufficient ventilation of outside air, a result of trying to reduce 
the heating and cooling loads.  This practice resulted in what has been termed “sick 
building syndrome” which describes a range of acute health and comfort effects that 
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related to the amount of time spent in a building, but are not due to a specific cause 
or illness (“Indoor Air Facts”).  These systems have been traced to a number of 
causes including off gassing of volatile organic compounds (VOCs) indoor sources 
such as adhesives, carpeting, upholstery, manufactured wood products, copy 
machines, pesticides, and cleaning agents.  Contaminated air can also be drawn into 
the building when the surrounding environment has been polluted, and biological 
contaminants from molds, bacteria, and fungus that can grow in a building also 
explain the symptoms of “sick building syndrome.”  Respect for people means that 
sustainable design must create environments that are both friendly to the natural 
world and friendly to their human inhabitants.  “Sick building syndrome” is not a 
failure of sustainable design; instead, it is a clear demonstration of the need for 
more comprehensive sustainable design.  
 
3.  Respect for Place - The Ecosystem/Bio-Region Principle  
“Sustainable design is built on the idea of regionalism.  It honors the 
differences that exist between places, both on the macro level with climate 
regions, and on the micro level with topographical and biological differences.  
The philosophy of sustainable design rejects the notion that our buildings 
should look the same and built the same in any region regardless of whether 
we have the technological knowhow and resources to do so.  Indeed, it 
demands that our buildings respond to place in fundamental ways, from the 
level of the site to that of climate and bioregion.” (McLennan 282) 
 
 Modern suburban development creates neighborhoods that look identical no 
matter where they are located in the country or even the world.  This demonstrates 
a failure to respect place at all levels when identical structures and layouts are 
created regardless of local materials, customs, topography, and climate.  This utter 
lack of regionalism has been documented in the book, Suburbia Gone Wild, that is a 
photographic collection of suburban developments from around the globe that are 
indistinguishable from each other and offer few, if any, clues to their location 
(Adolfsson).  
Shanghai, Bangkok, Bangalore, Cairo, Moscow, Johannesburg, Sao Paulo and 
Mexico City: cities rocked by the shockwave of new and highly concentrated 
wealth, struggling to compensate for the disbalance between widespread 
poverty and pockets of vast opulence. Just as NASA documents with its 
telescopes the fiery explosions that accompany the birth of supernovas in 
distant galaxies, Adolfsson’s camera captures the architectural byproduct of 
this new class as it explodes outwards from the booming financial centers of 
newly-developed economies, unfurling into the landscape an architectural 
fantasy-reality directly sampled from a TV soap. (Essmaker)  
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The consequences of violating this principle clearly reach beyond the realm of 
sustainability and environmentalism affecting culture, heritage, tradition, and 
religion as buildings no longer reflect place in any fundamental way.     
     
4.  Respect for the Cycle of Life -  The “Seven Generations” Principle  
“In nature, all waste products are useful to other organisms as food.  
Respecting the Cycle of Life involves eliminating things wherever possible 
that are toxic to people and the environment so that the environment is safe 
‘to all people, for all time.’  Following this principle also means that there 
should be an appropriate fit between the life expectancy of an object and its 
use, be it an appliance or a whole building.” (McLennan 282-283) 
 
As discussed in the now widely disseminated short video by Annie Leonard, 
The Story of Stuff, the American consumerism is partly driven by planned 
obsolescence where products are designed to fail long before the physical 
components have worn out or broken (Leonard 10).  Not only are products designed 
and marketed for disposable, there is little no consideration for the reparability or 
disassembly and recyclability of products.  Proprietary screws, adhesives, and tabs 
that easily break are used to hold together many products preventing even the 
possibility of repair, and dissimilar materials are combined in ways that make it 
nearly impossible to separate them out and to reuse and recycle them.  Respecting 
the Cycle of Life means embracing a cradle-to-cradle framework;         
This framework seeks to create production techniques that are not just 
efficient but are essentially waste free. In cradle-to-cradle production all 
material inputs and outputs are seen either as technical or biological 
nutrients. Technical nutrients can be recycled or reused with no loss of 
quality and biological nutrients composted or consumed. By contrast cradle to 
grave refers to a company taking responsibility for the disposal of goods it 
has produced, but not necessarily putting products’ constituent components 
back into service. (“Cradle-to-cradle”) 
 
5.  Respect for Energy and Natural Resources –  
 The Conservation and Renewable Resources Principle 
 
Simply put, we live in a finite world but treat our resources like they are 
infinite.  This principle starts out by recognizing that all of our natural 
resources have intrinsic and foundational value in their natural state.  It is a 
principle that recognizes that our whole industrial economy is but a more 
subset of the natural economy and that we have a responsibility to use as 
little of any resource as is necessary for a given job. (McLennan 283) 
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 According to the United Stated Environmental Protection Agency, the 
average American produces 4.38 pounds of trash per day with only 1.51 pounds 
being recycled or composted (“Municipal Solid Waste”).  Our individual waste is 
indicative of the unparalleled waste that is orders of magnitude greater in the 
industrial processes of extraction, production, and distribution of the goods we so 
readily dispose of (Leonard).  As both individuals and as a society, we treat 
resources as if they are infinite.  The Conservation and Renewable resources 
principle requires a radical shift in both individuals behavior and in our current 
economic production system that prizes profit over all else.          
 
6.  Respect for Process - The Holistic Thinking Principle 
It is not possible to build for a sustainable future using the same design and 
construction processes that have created the environmental burdens in the 
first place. … If we want to change a result, we must first change the process 
that led to the result. (McLennan 283) 
 
 The six sub principle of the respect for process that McLennan outlines are as 
follows; 
1.  A Commitment to Collaboration and Interdisciplinary Communication 
2.  A Commitment to Holistic Thinking 
3.  A Commitments to Lifelong Learning and Continual Improvement 
4.  A Commitment to Challenging Rules of Thumb 
5.  A Commitment to Allowing for Time to Make Good Decisions 
6.  A Commitment to Rewarding Innovation 
The Holistic Thinking Principle underscores the fact that sustainable design is not 
checklists and LEED certification, it is not geodesic dome houses, it is not recycling 
and buying the “green option,” and it is not any of the other cookie cutter definitions 
that are often prescribed to it.  Sustainable design is a way of thinking and 
understanding the world; it is a philosophy.  It requires a fundamental change in 
how one views the world and guides one’s life in the world.     
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Disability Design Guidelines  
 
 The Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) was passed by the United States 
Congress in 1990 and is a broad civil rights bill that prohibits discrimination on the 
basis of disability.  Part of the ADA ensures that the built environment is accessible 
for people with disabilities.  The ADA Standards established have been developed 
and updated by the United States Access Board, a federal government organization 
that promotes equality for people with disabilities, into the ADA Accessibility 
Guidelines (ADAAG).  The ADAAG provides space and reach allowances and 
diagrams for users in wheelchairs (Figures 1 and 2) that were utilized during the 
design and construction of this project’s raised beds.    
 
Figure 1:  Wheelchair Turning Space Figure 2: Wheelchair Maximum 
Forward Reach Limits 
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Technology Overview 
 
The dominant technology used in this project is that of the raised planter bed.  
Raised planter beds offer numerous advantages over gardening on the ground 
surface including avoidance of toxins in the soil, avoidance of drainage issues with 
compacted and clay rich soils, reduction in back strain from bending over all the 
way to the ground, allowance for seated work, allowance for easy addition of soil 
nutrient, allowance for gardening on hardened surfaces, allowance for easier 
movement between planted rows, reduced compaction of soil, and reduced surface 
area that needs to be weeded (Cowles). 
As an appropriate technology, the raised planter beds of this project are small 
scale and decentralized as compared to large-scale operations that are increasingly 
dominating U.S. vegetable production (Ali and Lucier).  The raised planter beds 
used in this production were specifically designed for the local scale and conditions 
and are labor-intensive both in construction and in the hand farming that they 
support.  They use only passive energy in their operation, apart from a electronic 
timer system for the drip and spray irrigation system, and are controlled by a local 
non-profit and its employees and volunteers.  In order to take advantage of the local 
soil, the rocks and sticks needed to be removed to yield soil with good texture and 
structure for vegetables and herbs.  To accomplish this a mesh-bottomed box of 
hand shaken soil sifter was constructed from scrap wood and expanded metal lath 
leftover from the wheelchair accessible raised bed.  This soil shaker is a labor-
intensive method of sifting soil that is labor intensive, small scale, and energy 
efficient and further represents the use of appropriate technology in this project.  
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Wheelchair Accessible Raised Bed:
Design for wheelchair accessible raised beds
categories; parallel access and forward access (“
parallel access design has the user sitting parallel to the work area and requires 
that the user turn their body to face the working area. 
the user sitting perpendicular to the work area and does not require the user to 
turn their body to access the work area.  A forward access design requires that a 
under space exists such that the user is a comfortable dist
The work of TERRAform, a French company, that produces a formed plastic roll
under for wheelchairs that can be built into a raised bed is an example of forward 
access and was used for inspiration, see Figure 3 (“TERRAform”).  A paral
design can be seen in Figure 4 (“Eartheasy”).
 
Figure 3:  Forward Access (“TERRAform”)
 
Figure 4: Parallel Access (“Eartheasy”)
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A forward access keyhole design was chosen for the wheelchair accessible 
raised bed as the circular design maximizes the areas that can be reached while 
working in the center while minimizing the need for the user to move themselves.  
The inner diameter, height, reach distance, and access path width dimensions were 
all grounded in the American’s with Disability Act (ADA) Accessibility Guidelines 
(ADAAG) for wheelchair users (Figures 1 and 2 ).  To encourage a social and 
equitable interaction when working, the outer diameter of the raised bed is 
designed for additional users to work either from a chair or wheelchair.  This places 
all users at the same physical level where social interaction is more equitable and 
natural.     
The physical design of the wheelchair accessible raised bed first underwent 
an iterative design process that began with simple sketches and drawings and then 
moved to computer aided modeling and rendering using the free version of 
SketchUp, a three dimensional computer aided drafting (CAD) software program.  
The first design (Figure 5) attempted to utilize an agricultural metal water tank in 
its primary structure as a tank was potentially available for donation to The Ranch.  
However, this design lacked forward facing seated access around the outer diameter 
and had physical construction problems due to its mass and volume. 
 
Figure 5: First Wheelchair Accessible Bed Design 
 
     
A second version of the wheelchair accessible raised bed was again created in 
SketchUp that did not use a water tank in its design (Figure 6).  By fully raising the 
bed off the ground, seated access was provided along the outer circumference of the 
structure and the mass of the structure was reduced allowing for a simpler and 
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more easily constructed design.  This design additionally provides a large overhang 
from the support posts to the bed of the planter that makes it challenging for 
squirrels to climb.  This final design was selected and a budget created for its 
construction with prices found online from Home Depot’s website.  In the spirit of 
open source design, the CAD file for the wheelchair accessible raised bed is freely 
available for download from the SketchUp 3D warehouse at the following link:  
https://3dwarehouse.sketchup.com/model.html?id=ue5476d09-6689-4364-96ea-
ef2c6d71482b 
 
Figure 6: Final Wheelchair Accessible Raised Bed Design 
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Rectangular Raised Bed: 
The raised bed in the previous section was explicitly designed for seated and 
wheelchair use, but it is possible to design a rectangular raised bed with all types of 
users in mind that is simpler and easier to construct than a design specific to 
seated/wheelchair users. A rectangular raised bed utilizes a parallel-seated access 
that can be used in a seated position.  The Ranch has an existing rectangular raised 
bed, but it is too low for seated use and is easily accessed by the abundant squirrels.  
This raised bed addressed both of these issues by fully enclosing the bed in animal 
proof enclosure with large door panels that can be easily opened to work in the 
seated height gardening bed. This raised bed further demonstrated inclusive design 
by placing the plants at eye level for children, at a seated level for the elderly or 
disabled, and a comfortable working height for anyone standing.  The hooped roof 
was left off during construction as the structure was eight feet tall and increasing 
the visibility of the structure from the community center was not desired.  
Additionally, the flat roof still provided over five feet of vertical space for plants to 
grow which is more than sufficient.    
 
Figure 7: Rectangular Raised Bed Design 
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Figure 8:  Exploded View of Rectangular Bed 
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Trellis Connected Raised Beds: 
 During the first week of the project two pre-constructed smaller square raised 
beds were available through Craigslist for reasonable price (Figure 9).  These 
allowed for the exploration of a third form of wheelchair access that is neither 
strictly forward access nor parallel access, but instead uses a trellis to put the 
plants around and above the user.  Such a design is used by the Accessible Gardens 
company of Rhode Island in conjunction with forward access beds on each side of 
the trellis (Figure 10).  Although the pre-constructed raised beds do not allow for 
forward access, they do represent resourceful reuse of materials and prevent a 
useful product from going to waste.  Extending the life of these raised beds prevents 
them from ending up in the landfill and but not allowing the wood to rot and 
decompose the carbon that is roughly 50% of the mass of the lumber is trapped and 
not released into the atmosphere (Olivotto).  The design of the trellis was not 
selected until it was known what wood was leftover from the previous projects.  This 
allowed for efficient utilization of the scrap wood and highlighted the live edge 
redwood that was donated to the project.  
 
Figure 9: Square Raised Beds 
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Figure 10: Accessible Gardens Design 
 
 
Figure 11: Trellis Design 
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Materials Selection 
Lumber: 
Lumber was selected as the primary support material for this project over 
metal as it is both cheaper than metal and has a lower environmental impact and 
carbon footprint than metal, especially if it is from a sustainably managed and 
certified forest or if it is locally and sustainably harvested (Lippke et al.).  The 
selection of the specific lumber for this project was influenced by a number of 
factors.  As an outdoor project exposed to the elements that contains moist soil, the 
lumber needs to have structural properties and rot resistant properties but also 
needed to be sustainable, locally available, and fit within the project budget.   
Pressure treated lumber has rot resistant properties that make it a good 
candidate for raised beds but concerns of chemical leaching into the soil and then 
into the plans have been expressed and multiple organic certification programs 
explicitly ban the use of pressure treated lumber (Taylor).  Recycled plastic lumber 
has an unparalleled lifespan and is made from an existing waste product, but it has 
a high cost and low local availability that prevented it from being used.  Water and 
rot resistant sealers, even some that claim to be “green,” are available to treat 
lumber but the manufacturing and processing of these products come at a high 
environmental footprint even when the chemicals themselves have been deemed 
safe.  Hardwoods such as cypress, oak, and walnut all have excellent natural rot 
resistance but their high cost, environmental impact of harvesting, and lack of local 
supply did not make them ideal.  Redwood is resistant to rot, has strong physical 
properties, and is locally available from Pacific Coast Lumber and was thus selected 
for use in this project (“Redwood”).  Pacific Coast Lumber practices Urban Forestry, 
the use of city and county planted trees that die or need removal for safety, 
visibility, or other reasons, along with running a salvage tree operation which meets 
the sustainable design philosophy of the project. 
 
Metal Components: 
 Galvanized metal lath was selected for the bottom of the wheelchair 
accessible raised bed as it is strong, yet lightweight, easily cut with a jigsaw or by 
hand, and is rust, insect, and rot proof.  Plywood and oriented strand board (OSB) 
sheets were both considered for the bottom of the wheelchair accessible raised bed 
but these options were considerably more expensive, quite heavy, and highly 
susceptible to rot and structural failure from being in contact with the load of wet 
and dry cycling soil.  Galvanized metal lath is an efficient use of metal with little 
waste that is produced when steel coil 12 inches wide is cut and stretched into the 
27 inch wide distinctive diamond pattern of metal lath that is galvanized resulting 
in a rust proof coating of zinc (“Best Practices” 3).  The Clark Western Building 
Systems galvanized metal lath used in this project qualifies for LEED credit MR 2, 
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construction waste management, as it is produced from cold rolled steel that is 
100% recyclable and LEED credit MR 4, recycled content, as the steel used is at a 
minimum 25.5% post-consumer recycled content and 6.8% pre-consumer content 
which demonstrated the environmental advantages of the material (“Metal Lath”). 
 For the rectangular raised bed, the surface area that needed to covered in an 
air and water permeable but weather and squirrel resistant was quite large and 
metal lathe was too expensive for this area.  In this application the material did not 
need to provide structural support and lighter weight material could be used.  One 
inch galvanized hexagonal wire mesh, commonly referred to as poultry netting, is 
available in bulk and met the necessary conditions of being rust resistant with 
small enough holes to block squirrels and other animals, but permeable enough for 
air and water to circulate.  Made from twisted wires, the wire mesh has a large 
surface area for the amount of material used.  The Home Depot brand, HDX, one 
inch hexagonal mesh was selected because of its availability and cost.  
Unfortunately, determining the actual manufacturer of the HDX branded material 
was not possible which made the environmental impact of the material and its 
manufacturing difficult to access.   
Polymer and zinc plated wood screws were selected as they are designed for 
use in outdoor wood construction.  Two and a half inch wood screws were used for 
high load areas of the wheelchair accessible raised bed while self-driving one-inch 
wood screws were selected for their fast install in lower load areas.  Galvanized 
metal corner braces provide structural support in select areas and are rust, rot, and 
insect proof.  The rectangular raised bed used galvanized three and half inch wood 
screws along with three eighths inch by three and a half inch galvanized hex head 
lag screws in its assemble along with galvanized hinges for the screen access doors.  
Galvanized staples were used to attach the hexagonal wire mesh to the wooden 
frame as they are sold in bulk for low cost and a large quantity were needed.     
Oz-post T4-600 fence post anchors were used in the wheelchair accessible 
raised bed as they are can be installed by hand with a sledgehammer with far less 
effort than digging and pouring concrete post supports.  With amble hands available 
from the UCP work crews for swinging the sledgehammer and with the 
questionable carbon footprint associated with concrete, the fence post anchors were 
selected.  With a 25 year rust perforation warranty, a 200 pound vertical load, and a 
750 pound lateral load rating the nine Oz-posts used in the wheelchair accessible 
raised bed will provide structural support for the life span of the gardening bed 
given that the full loaded bed with 100 cubic feet wet soil is approximately 1000 
pounds giving the design a safety factor of 1.8 for its static vertical load (“Oz Post 
Spec Sheets” 1, “Mass, Weight, Density”).   
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Other Components: 
 A liner between the galvanized metal lath and the soil was needed for the 
wheelchair accessible raised bed to prevent soil loss and to limit the loss of moisture 
from the bottom of the bed.  The desire was to use a locally available waste product 
for the liner and large coffee burlap bags were available from a local coffee roaster.  
The roaster currently has no use or market for the burlap bags their coffee beans 
arrive in and the thick tightly woven material prevents soil loss and helps to 
insulate the soil.  Although burlap bags will break down over time, they are a free 
underutilized resource that repurposes a found material and the liner can be 
replaced as needed during the lifespan of the raised bed.    
 
Soil: 
 To create a healthy soil mix UCP work crews hand sifted dirt from on site at 
The Ranch that was then mixed with donated compost in an approximately 75% 
dirt and 25% compost ration.  Manure was then spread on the surface of the soil to 
reduce evaporative water loss and to combat weeds.   
 
Plants:    
Paul Hertel, the Sales Manager at Greenheart Farms, donated plants from 
the companies Arroyo Grande facility.  As a very large scale supplier of conventional 
and increasingly organic vegetable, herb, and flower plug starts, Greenheart Farms 
was happy to provide the surplus of plant starts that they must grow in order to 
assure that they can fulfill each order they receive.  
 
 
Project Funding 
 
 Funding for this project was provided by the Liberal Arts and Engineering 
use of the College Based Fund that provided $1000 for senior project materials.  
Additionally, a grant for this project was secured with United Cerebral Palsy 
through the Community Foundation San Luis Obispo.  This funding was not used in 
its entirety and will continue to support this project past its conclusion as a senior 
project.  The vast majority of the project was completed with in kind donations as 
detailed in the following section.  
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Donation Lists and Value 
 
Lumber Donation: Don Seawater of Pacific Coast Lumber 
Lumber Number Cost* Total Cost 
Wheelchair Accessible Raised 
Bed - 
   
1x4x8ft  5 $11.77 $58.85 
2x4x8ft  6 $5.97 $35.82 
4x4x8ft  6 $13.34 $80.04 
1x6x8ft  8 $4.96 $39.68 
  Total $214.39 
Rectangular Raised Bed -    
4x4x8ft   6 $13.34 $80.04 
2x4x8ft  15 $5.97 $89.55 
2x12x8ft  13 $30.00 $390.00 
  Total $559.59 
*cost based on Home Depot rough redwood boards  Grand Total $773.98 
 
 
Liner Donation: Coastal Peaks Coffee 
Material Number Cost* Total Cost 
Burlap Coffee Bags 15 $2.60 $39 
*cost from onlinefabricstore.net used burlap coffee 
bags  
   
 
 
 
  
Soil: Anonymous Donation 
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Donation Volume Cost Total Cost 
Manure 250 cubic feet $1.00 $250 
 
Plant Donation: Paul Hertel of Greenheart Farms 
Plant Type Number of 
Starts 
Plant Value* Donation 
Value 
Dinosaur Kale 40 $3.80 $152 
Curly Kale 40 $3.80 $152 
Lettuces 40 $3.80 $152 
Napa Cabbage 40 $3.80 $152 
*cost from gardenharvestsupply.com  Total Donation 
Value 
$608 
 
Borrowed Tools: 
The cost of purchasing all of the necessary tools for this project, even if they 
were in used condition, would have drastically increased the cost and environmental 
impact of the project.  Due to the scale of the designs, location of the installation 
site, and duration of the project the wood shops and tools located at California 
Polytechnic State University could not be feasibly utilized.  Instead a network of 
friends donated use of their personal tools during the duration of the project and 
helped to make this project a success.  
 
Provider Tools 
Peter Marinelli compound miter saw 
Garet Zook cordless drill and impact driver, sledgehammer, and coping 
saw 
The Ranch drill bits, power cords, hammers, corded drill, shovels, 
buckets 
Ethan Lockwood corded circular saw, level, measuring tape, pliers 
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Construction 
 
Wheelchair Accessible Raised Bed: 
 Construction of the wheelchair accessible raised bed occurred in Winter 
Quarter of 2013 with plants going in during finals week.  Don Seawater of Pacific 
Coast Lumber provided access to his large scrap pile of lumber at no cost and the 
selected lumber was transported in Courtney Mellblom’s pickup back to The Ranch 
(Figure 13).  The lumber was then cut down to size and the support structures and 
main bed were mocked up on the ground (Figure 14 and 15).   Members of the 
United Cerebral Palsy work crew who were invaluable in providing additional 
hands during construction from sledgehammering the fence post supports, to 
drilling, leveling, and hammering (Figures 16).   With the structure constructed and 
the metal lath installed the donated burlap bags were laid out and soil was sifted 
into the raised bed (Figure 18 and 19).  Finally, drip and microsprayer irrigation 
was run installed in the bed and the donated plants were put in (Figure 20).  
 
Figure 13: Lumber Pickup from  
Pacific Coast Lumber 
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Figure 14: Support Structure Mock Up  Figure 15: Circular Structure Mock Up 
  
 
 
Figure 16: UCP Work Crews Assisting with Assembly 
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Figure 17: Mesh Screened Shaker Box for Sifting Soil 
 
 
Figure 18: UCP Work Crews Filling Raised Bed with Soil 
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Figure 19: Wheelchair Accessible Raised Bed Filled with Soil 
 
 
Figure 20: Completed and Planted Wheelchair Accessible Bed 
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Rectangular Raised Bed: 
The rectangular raised bed was constructed during Spring Quarter of 2014.  
The donated wood for the sides of the raised bed required considerable prep to 
remove the bark and wane and resulted in boards of varying widths that had to be 
pieced together to get the finished height of the sides.  The structure was then 
assembled, bolted together, and chicken wire was stapled to the bottom (Figure 21).  
Custom sized doors were cut to exact width height for each of the opening on around 
the perimeter of the bed and chicken wire was attached to the door frames (Figure 
22).  The structure was filled with soil and drip irrigation was run in the bed 
(Figure 23).   
 
Figure 21:  Main Structure Assembly 
 
 
Figure 22:  Main Structure with Doors 
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Figure 23:  Raised Bed with Soil 
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Trellis Connected Raised Beds: 
  These square raised beds were filled with sifted soil prior to the creation of 
the hand shaken sifter box that was used later during the project (Figure 24).  The 
trellis to connect the square raised beds was constructed from scrap lumber left over 
from the other project components.  The trellis was built in three parts during the 
weekend of week 17 of the senior project at Ethan Lockwood’s house and then 
installed on site the following week (Figure 25).  The installation went quickly and 
the trellis now awaits climbing plants (Figure 26).  
 
Figure 24: Filling the Square Raised 
Beds with Soil 
Figure 25: Trellis Connected Raised 
Bed Construction 
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Figure 26: Trellis Connected Raised Bed 
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Analysis and Verification of Project Success 
 
Liberal Arts and Engineering Studies senior projects are highly diverse and 
quantifying the success of each project cannot be done through a traditional grading 
rubric, instead each senior project defines what success looks like for that specific 
project and then further creates a way to quantify and report the level of success 
that was achieved.  Three factors and corresponding methods of quantification for 
this project were selected; The Ranch Director’s Project Guidelines, Completely 
Built Space, and Functional Physical Space.          
 
Factor:  The Ranch Director Guidelines 
 The Ranch director, Courtney Mellblom, provided general guidelines for this 
project.  For each of the guidelines, a survey of Ms. Mellblom collected both 
qualitative and quantitative measurements of how well this project met The 
Ranch’s needs.  See Appendix A for a copy of this survey and the The Ranch 
director’s evaluation.  A discussion and analysis of the results is presented below. 
 The following eight project guidelines were identified: 
1.  Complete project within the budget of the City Grant and the LAES senior  
 project funding. 
2.  Complete project within the timeline agreed upon with The Ranch. 
3.  Demonstrate the sustainable design and social justice philosophies of The Ranch. 
4.  Complete functional wheelchair accessible raised beds. 
5.  Demonstrate inclusive design. 
6.  Address the problem of squirrels on the property. 
7.  Support the meaningful employment of the current work crews. 
8.  The garden beds of this project will be utilized by The Ranch in the future. 
For all eight of these a five point Likert ranging from strongly disagree to strongly 
agree.  For all eight guidelines The Ranch director strongly agreed that the 
guideline had been met.  This is 100% success rate in terms of having met all 
predetermined project guidelines.  In addition to this quantitative measurement of 
having met the project guidelines the following sample of qualitative feedback 
reflects the success in this factor of analysis and verification of project success (the 
complete qualitative feedback is available in Appendix A).  In reference to guideline 
two, “Ethan has been well-prepared and proactive throughout the whole process.  
His work has been efficient, on time, and professionally delivered.”  In terms of 
guideline three; 
 The wood for these raised beds was all sustainably sourced from a local mill 
 and salvaged from scrap.  They have been built by Ethan, and a crew of 
 developmentally disabled adults, who have been so thrilled to work with him, 
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 and are now beaming with pride from their accomplishments.  People with 
 limited mobility who have begun to use the raised beds couldn’t be happier or 
 more excited. 
Additionally, in reference to guideline six, “the plants growing in the beds that 
Ethan built are the healthiest in the garden, and suffer the least amount of squirrel 
predation.”  As can be seen from these comments, The Ranch director felt that I 
fully met the project guidelines. 
 
 
Factor:  Completely Built Space 
   
As a project centered on the creation of raised bed gardening environments, 
the physical completion of these raised beds was an important factor in analyzing 
the success of this project.  The following rubric was used to verify success in this 
factor on a percentage scale.  
 
 Project Steps 
Step % 
Value 
Wheelchair 
Accessible 
Raised Bed 
Rectangular 
Raised Bed 
Trellis 
Connected 
Raised Beds 
Design Completed 10    
All Materials Purchased 10    
Lumber Cut to Size 10    
Lumber Frame 
Assembled 
10    
Liner and Screens 
Installed 
10    
Dirt Sifted and Mixed 
with Fertilizer 
10    
Raised Bed Filled with 
Soil 
10    
Drip and Micro-sprayer 
Irrigation Set Up 
10    
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Planted with Seeds or 
Plant Starts 
10    
Raised Bed in use  
by The Ranch 
10    
 
As can be seen in the proceeding table, the Wheelchair Accessible Raised Bed 
and the Trellis Connected Raised Beds both achieved a 100% success rate in terms 
of being completely built spaces.  The Rectangular Raised bed achieved an 80% 
completion on this scale as the work crews were still filling its large volume with 
donated soil at the end of the senior project.  Irrigation has been run to the project 
site and drip tape can be easily added once to the Rectangular Raised Bed once the 
planter is fully filled with soil and the types of plants to be grown is selected.  With 
all three project components physically completed and in use by the current work 
crews it is demonstrated that the scope of the project was set at a reasonable 
amount of work for the given project length of two quarters and that all components 
of the project were fully developed and left in a usable state for The Ranch to 
continue to use and benefit from.  
 
Factor:  Functional Physical Space 
 
  Both wheelchair users and other users were surveyed after interacting with 
the raised beds to evaluate the designs and to analyze the need for this type of 
inclusive design.   To comply with Cal Poly human research guidelines, Institutional 
Review Board approval was sought and received prior to conducting this survey.  A 
copy of the informed consent form used can be found in Appendix B.  In the survey 
the wheelchair accessible raised bed is designated as Design 1, the rectangular 
raised bed as Design 2, and the trellis connected raised bed as Design 3.  This was 
done to remove potential bias in the naming of the gardening environments.  All 
scales used were 5 point Likert scales.  See Appendix B for a copy of the survey.  
 Nine people who represented a cross section of all user types were able to 
interact with and provide feedback on the designs.  These users included powered 
wheelchairs users, manual wheelchair users, walker users, seniors, physically 
disabled, and the able bodied who had varied experiences with gardening as can be 
seen in their responses to the first two survey questions. 
 1. Please describe any prior experience with gardening and horticultural 
 activities   
  “We live on 5 acres that have plants my dad planted.  I have done  
  many  potted plants” 
  “Home with various species” 
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  “At home with father helping” 
  “Watered, planted, sifted soil at a nursery at a workshop” 
  “Yes I did! I watered plants, weeded, potted plants” 
  “None” 
  “Helped my dad out, lettuce, tomatoes, dig, plant, used to help harvest  
  grapes” 
  “Digging, planting, raking, hoeing, weeding, harvesting, mulching, soil  
  building hauling” 
  “I studied Ag at Cal Poly, and have apprenticed on farms in Israel and  
  Costa  Rica.  I’ve been managing the garden at The Ranch for the past  
  3 years” 
 2. Please describe any hurdles (physical, financial, accessibility, etc.) that you 
 have faced in gardening and other horticultural activities. 
  “None, but I would rather not use my knees as much anymore” 
  “None, I can walk, but I can’t kneel down anymore” 
  “I use a manual wheelchair” 
  “I get shaky sometimes, that’s the only thing” 
  “I walk with a walker, I can’t bend down, that’s it!” 
  “Things too low or too high, not wheelchair accessible areas, steps, lack 
  of upper body strength” 
  “None, bent uncomfortable” 
  “Wheelchair – too low, too high, poor ground for chair, weak legs” 
  “I injured my foot about 6 years ago, and it makes it difficult for me to  
  stand  for long periods of time, bending down and squatting is also a  
  little bit difficult sometimes.  ” 
As can be seen in these responses, a wide range of users, both in terms of physical 
accessibility and in terms of gardening experience, provided feedback and provided 
a good test of the inclusive design that the project sought to demonstrate.   
 Although all designs were constructed prior to the usability study, the lack of 
smooth paths to and from the raised beds meant not all users were able to interact 
physically with each design and some people chose only to evaluate the designs they 
could access. 
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Wheelchair Accessible Raised Bed 
User a b c d e f g h Average Rating (1-5) 
Ease of Physically Accessing 
Plants 
4 5 4 5 5 5 5 5 4.75 
Ability to Support Equitable Social 
Interaction 
4 5 4 5 5 5 5 5 4.75 
Likelihood to Perform Additional 
Horticultural Activities Given Free 
Access 
4 5 4 5 5 5 5 5 4.75 
   
Trellis Connected Raised Bed 
User a b c d Average Rating (1-5) 
Ease of Physically Accessing 
Plants 
4 5 5 4 4.50 
Ability to Support Equitable Social 
Interaction 
5 5 5 5 5.00 
Likelihood to Perform Additional 
Horticultural Activities Given Free 
Access 
4 5 3 5 4.25 
 
Rectangular Raised Bed 
User a b c d Average Rating (1-5) 
Ease of Physically Accessing 
Plants 
3 5 2 4 3.50 
Ability to Support Equitable Social 
Interaction 
4 5 3 4 4.00 
Likelihood to Perform Additional 
Horticultural Activities Given Free 
Access 
3 5 3 5 4.00 
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Figure 27: Average Design Ratings
  
 In terms of physical accessibility of plants, the wheelchair accessible design 
was rated the highest with an average score of 4.75 that correlates with a rating 
between easy and very easy to access on the Likert scale.   The trellis connected 
raised bed received an average score of 3.5, and the rectangular raised bed received 
an average score of 3.5.  All designs scored above a neutral accessibility rating.
 The wheelchair accessible bed had the highest rated plant accessibility 
among all users, which is a testament to its inclusive design that does not only work 
for those in wheelchairs. The wheelchair u
keyhole, fully turn within the center, and roll their knees under the soil bed which 
showed the successful application of the ADA access guidelines during the design 
phase.  The trellis design worked well for the p
with the ability to raise and tilt their chairs allowing them acce
the trellis, “those with short arm reach can reach lower bar, long reach the higher 
and lifting chair can reach ‘’peas’ hanging from th
have used to be slightly wider to allow the power wheelchairs to fully rotate 
between the planters.  Power wheelchairs have three sets of wheels and can rotate 
about their front wheels, back wheels, or center wheels dependi
and the chairs that rotate about the front or back wheels have very narrow 
clearance in the current design.  The wheelchair users rated the parallel access 
0
0.5
1
1.5
2
2.5
3
3.5
4
4.5
5
Wheelchair Accessible Raised 
Bed
Average Ratings of Designs
Ease of Physically Accessing Plants
Ability to Support Equitable Social Interaction
Likelihood to Perform Additional Horticultural Activities Given Free Access
      
 
sers were able to roll into the center of 
ower wheelchairs, especially those 
ss to nearly entire 
e top space.”  The trellis could 
ng on their design 
Trellis Connected Raised Bed Rectangular Raised Bed
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required by the rectangular design unfavorably and one suggested a snake like 
design that would incorporate cutouts for wheelchairs (Figure 28).    
 
Figure 28:  Suggested Design Improvement 
 
 
 
      
 The trellis connected raised bed received the highest rating for its ability to 
support equitable social interaction with all users choosing 5, “strongly favors.”  The 
wheelchair accessible bed received an average rating of 4.75, and the rectangular 
raised bed received an average score of 4.   Once again, all designs were above 
neutral rating.  Users said the wheelchair accessible raised bed and the trellis 
connected raised bed were “conducive to participation” and in reference to the 
wheelchair accessible raised bed, “this design supports inspiration for more 
activities.”   
 In terms of the likelihood to perform additional horticultural activities in the 
environment given free access to it, the wheelchair accessible raised bed had and 
average rating of 4.75, the trellis connected raised bed had an average of 4.25, 
followed by the rectangular raised bed with a 4.00.  Again, all designs were well 
above a neutral rating with all falling between “likely” and “extremely likely.”  
Many of the seniors who participated in the usability survey already come to The 
Ranch and they have access to raised beds and have strong supportive ratings to 
using the designs.  The wheelchair users were already discussing building raised 
beds at their house following the survey and with the addition of packed smooth 
paths around the designs would be extremely likely to volunteer at The Ranch.    
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Factor:  Sustainable Design 
 
 This six guiding principles of sustainable design, as selected and defined in 
The Philosophy of Sustainable Design by Jason F. McLennan, form the criteria for 
having met the Sustainable Designs factor.  Each of the principles is defined in the 
Literature Review Section of the body of the paper. A Likert scale was used to 
quantify each of the Sustainable Design principles and the level of agreement of my 
senior project advisors was averaged to provide a meaningful quantitative measure 
of the Sustainable Design in addition to the qualitative analysis.   See Appendix C 
for a copy of the survey used to assess this.  A discussion and analysis of the results 
is presented below.   
  
Did this Project Demonstrate Respect for the Wisdom of Natural Systems 
- The Biomimicry Principle? 
 
“Respect for the wisdom of natural systems is centered on the idea that we should use nature as a 
mentor and model for all of our designs.  It fact, the source of all of our innovations can be traced 
back to nature itself.  Where technologies have been misapplied, they are usually examples of 
forgetting the lessons inherent all around us.  In order to return to a path of true sustainability our 
communities and built environments need to emulate natural systems.” (McLennan, 282) 
 
 Both advisors “neither agreed or disagreed” that the project demonstrated 
this principle noting that they did “not see a strong evidence that [my] designs 
model natural processes.”     
 
Did this Project Demonstrate Respect for People 
- The Human Vitality Principle? 
 
“Sustainable design endeavors to create the healthiest, most nourishing places possible for 
people without diminishing the ability of nature to provide nourishing places for the rest of 
creation and for our own species in the future.  Respect for people reminds us that sustainable 
design is about creating health habitats - for us and the rest of creation.” (McLennan 282) 
 
 Both advisors “strongly agreed” that the project demonstrated The Human 
Vitality Principle.  Neither made comments concerning this principle, but the 
projects alignment with the social justice mission of The Ranch demonstrates this 
principle. 
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Did this Project Demonstrate Respect for Place 
- The Ecosystem/Bio-Region Principle? 
 
“Sustainable design is built on the idea of regionalism.  It honors the differences that exist 
between places, both on the macro level with climate regions, and on the micro level with 
topographical and biological differences.  The philosophy of sustainable design rejects the notion 
that our buildings should look the same and built the same in any region regardless of whether 
we have the technological knowhow and resources to do so.  Indeed, it demands that our 
buildings respond to place in fundamental ways, from the level of the site to that of climate and 
bioregion.” (McLennan, 282) 
 
 Both advisors “strongly agreed” that the project demonstrated The 
Ecosystem/Bio-Region Principle say that I “have a strong correlation between your 
design and the design/philosophy of ‘The Ranch’.”  The choice of materials, plants, 
and accessible design reflects how the project responded to its location.    
 
Did this Project Demonstrate Respect for the Cycle of Life 
-  The “Seven Generations” Principle? 
 
“In nature, all waste products are useful to other organisms as food.  Respecting the Cycle of 
Life involves eliminating things wherever possible that are toxic to people and the environment 
so that the environment is safe ‘to all people, for all time.’  Following this principle also means 
that there should be an appropriate fit between the life expectancy of an object and its use, be it 
an appliance or a whole building.” (McLennan, 282-282) 
 
Both advisors “agreed” that the project demonstrated The “Seven Generations” 
Principle and commented; “Your materials are appropriate for the lifetime of the 
project.  Perhaps could have more of a plan with regards to plant waste and 
eventual project dismantle.”  An end of life plan for the project would have shown a 
deeper respect for this principle and would have better shown a cradle-to-cradle 
design. 
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Did this Project Demonstrate Respect for Energy and Natural Resources - The 
Conservation and Renewable Resources Principle? 
 
“Simply put, we live in a finite world but treat our resources like they are infinite.  This principle 
starts out by recognizing that all of our natural resources have intrinsic and foundational value in 
their natural state.  It is a principle that recognizes that our whole industrial economy is but a 
more subset of the natural economy and that we have a responsibility to use as little of any 
resource as is necessary for a given job.” (McLennan 283) 
 
 Both advisors “strongly agreed” that the project demonstrated The 
Conservation and Renewable Resources Principle and noted the use donated plants 
that would have otherwise been wasted.  The use of sustainably harvested lumber 
was another demonstration of use of natural renewable resources. 
 
Did this Project Demonstrate Respect for Process  
- The Holistic Thinking Principle? 
 
“It is not possible to build for a sustainable future using the same design and construction 
processes that have created the environmental burdens in the first place. … If we want to change 
a result, we must first change the process that led to the result.” (McLennan, 283) 
 
 Both advisors “strongly agreed” that the project demonstrated The Holistic 
Thinking Principle noting that my design “considered many aspects of 
sustainability including materials, care of the plants, and the access of the users.”  
The in depth research to provide a theoretical foundation for this project is a further 
demonstration of holistic thinking. 
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Figure 29: Sustainable Design Analysis 
 
 
 
To quantify the sustainable design a five point Likert scale of (strongly disagree, 
disagree, neither agree nor disagree, agree, strongly agree) was used to assess each 
factor with higher numbers reflecting stronger demonstration of the factor.  Both 
advisors agreed on each of the factors and gave an average score of 4.5 out of 5 or a 
90% positive demonstration of sustainable design (Figure 29).  This correlated to 
between “agree” and “strongly agree” and shows the project successfully 
demonstrated the sustainable design philosophy. 
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Societal Impacts 
 By supporting the work of The Ranch and by expanding the facilities and 
types of users it can assist, this project has created the opportunity for people of all 
types to benefit from exposure to nature and involvement in horticultural activities.  
This project will draw new and diverse users to The Ranch allowing the nonprofit to 
reach more in the community and form new connections and partnerships.  The 
physical construction of the project was meaningful to the existing work crews and 
provided them with many hours of meaningful work during the course of the 
project.         
 
Future Work/Next Steps 
 The Ranch is the site of much development and expansion.  Gardening can 
require technical knowledge at times differentiating between plant types, knowing 
how to use compost and manure, setting up irrigation, and fixing broken equipment 
and The Ranch is in need of skilled volunteers to assist the work crews and to 
maintain the garden.  The raised beds should not require high levels of 
maintenance, but the inevitable cracks, sagging doors, and broken mesh will all 
need to be fixed.  This project has established connections with Pacific Coast 
Lumber and Greenheart farms, but continued communication and appreciation is 
required if these connections are to flourish.  With the physical components now in 
place, outreach to potential user groups such as children, the disabled, and the 
elderly is imperative.  The usability study in this project saw partnership with the 
San Luis Obispo Dragons wheelchair soccer team and this connection can be 
expanded and deepened.  As the number of users of the garden environments 
expands there may be a need to construct additions raised beds and to further 
experiment with garden design.            
 
Conclusion  
 This project resulted in a physically constructed space that was locally 
funded, fully documented, grounded in research, and sustainably designed for 
vegetable and herb production by people of all ages with all levels of physical and 
mental ability.  All project components were not only completed but the Analysis 
and Verification of Project Success gave strong qualitative and quantitative support 
to the success of the project.  This project will continue to support the invaluable 
work of The Ranch long after the conclusion of the senior project.     
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Appendix A 
 
The Ranch Director Project Survey 
 
The purpose of this survey is collect both qualitative and quantitative data on Ethan 
Lockwood’s senior project that was completed for The Ranch.  Each of the statements reflects 
a guideline that was provided for this project.  Please circle the answer you agree with and feel 
free to make additional comments below each question.  Space for additional comments is 
provided at the end of the survey.      
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
1.  This project was completed within the budget of the City Grant and the LAES senior 
project funding. 
 
Strongly Disagree Disagree Neither Agree nor Disagree Agree Strongly Agree 
 
Comments - 
 
Ethan was also able to secure hundreds of dollars worth of in-kind donations towards the 
completion of this project.   
 
 
 
2.  This project was completed within the timeline agreed upon with The Ranch. 
 
Strongly Disagree Disagree Neither Agree nor Disagree Agree Strongly Agree 
 
Comments - 
Ethan has been well-prepared and proactive throughout the whole process.  His work has been 
efficient, on time, and professionally delivered. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3.  This project demonstrated the sustainable design and social justice philosophies 
of The Ranch. 
 
Strongly Disagree Disagree Neither Agree nor Disagree Agree Strongly Agree 
 
Comments - 
The wood for these raised beds was all sustainably sourced from a local mill and salvaged 
from scrap.  They have been built by Ethan, and a crew of developmentally disabled adults, 
who have been so thrilled to work with him, and are now beaming with pride from their 
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accomplishments.  People with limited mobility who have begun to use the raised beds 
couldn’t be happier or more excited. 
 
4.  This project resulted in functional wheelchair accessible raised beds. 
 
Strongly Disagree Disagree Neither Agree nor Disagree Agree Strongly Agree 
 
Comments - 
Not only are they functional, they are beautiful and well-built.  Ethan’s legacy will be here for 
years to come. 
 
 
5.  This project resulted in raised beds that demonstrate inclusive design. 
 
Strongly Disagree Disagree Neither Agree nor Disagree Agree Strongly Agree 
 
Comments - 
Yes, as stated in question #3, not only were they built in an inclusive manner, they meet the 
needs of an underserved a population. 
 
 
 
 
6.  The designs of this project addressed the problem of squirrels on the property. 
 
Strongly Disagree Disagree Neither Agree nor Disagree Agree Strongly Agree 
 
Comments - 
In addition, the plants growing in the beds that Ethan built are the healthiest in the garden, and 
suffer the least amount of squirrel predation.  
 
 
 
 
 
7.  To what degree were the designs effective in preventing squirrel access? 
 
Very Rarely Rarely  Occasionally Frequently Very Frequently 
 
Comments - 
When people say, “Really? A squirrel can get through that?” I’ve heard old-timer farmers 
jokingly say “Yes! They can get into anything! They’re so sneaky they can even hack into 
your email!”  So far, there has not been one single squirrel that has figured out how to get into 
any of Ethan’s designs! 
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8.  The construction of this project supported the meaningful employment of the current work 
crews. 
 
Strongly Disagree Disagree Neither Agree nor Disagree Agree Strongly Agree 
 
Comments - 
Working with Ethan is the highlight of the work crew’s week!  I’ve even had to deal with a 
few employees arguing over who gets to work with Ethan when there have been multiple tasks 
to complete in different parts of the property. 
 
9.  The garden beds of this project will be utilized by The Ranch in the future. 
 
Strongly Disagree Disagree Neither Agree nor Disagree Agree Strongly Agree 
 
Comments - 
 
For years to come, we will be using these raised beds. 
 
 
10.  Please list and explain any additional initial project guidelines that this project met or did 
not meet.  
 
Ethan went above and beyond the expectations of this project in every way.   
 
 
 
11.  Please provide any additional feedback on how this project could have been improved.  
 
Ethan’s work has been exemplary in every way.  He has worked well under challenging 
environmental conditions and has succeeded in all he has set out to do. 
 
 
 
 
12. Please provide any additional comments on this project. 
My most sincere thanks, and a whole-hearted THANK YOU to Ethan for an outstanding job. 
 It has truly been a pleasure to work with him throughout this academic year.  
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Informed Consent Form 
 
INFORMED CONSENT TO PARTICIPATE IN A RESEARCH PROJECT 
“Accessible Raised Garden Bed Design” 
 
 A research senior project on accessible garden design is being conducted by Ethan Lockwood, a student in 
the Liberal Arts and Engineering Studies program within the College of Liberal Arts at Cal Poly, San Luis Obispo, 
and by Courtney Melbourne, director of The Ranch.  This senior project is being supervised by Dr. Jane Lehr and 
Dr. Michael Huangs, both assistant directors of the Liberal Arts and Engineering Studies Department.  The purpose 
of this study is to collect qualitative and quantitative data on the design, construction, and usability of the raised 
accessible garden bed in comparison to a rectangular raised gardening bed and a traditional plot of land that is 
currently under cultivation.   
 
 You are being asked to take part in this study by performing harvesting, weeding, watering, or other 
gardening related tasks and then filling out a survey of your experience. Your participation will take one 
approximately 90-minute block of time.  Please be aware that you are not required to participate in this research and 
you may discontinue your participation at any time without penalty.  The tasks will be low impact and untimed and 
you may freely skip or stop any task without penalty of any kind.  Furthermore, you may omit any items on the 
survey that you prefer not to answer.    
 
 The possible risks associated with participation in this study include injury related to exertion, emotional 
stress, stigmatization, and isolation from the group.  First aid equipment is located on site to treat any minor physical 
injuries and if you should experience any strained muscles or emotional stress from participating in this research you 
may contact your personal physician.  You will be responsible for any medical expenses related to your participation 
in this project. 
 
 Your confidentiality will be protected.  You will be asked to exclude your name on written materials, and 
no identifying information will be asked for or collected. Potential benefits associated with the study include 
highlighting the current barriers to gardening, evaluating the design of the experimental raised beds, and providing 
data and feedback that will inform future raised bed design.  This will benefit both The Ranch and people with 
disabilities as this research may allow The Ranch to better serve those with disabilities and to offer them work 
opportunities.   
 
 If you have questions regarding this study or would like to be informed of the results when the study is 
completed, please feel free to contact Ethan Lockwood, (307) 399-4191 or his faculty advisors, Jane Lehr, (805) 
756-6442, and Michael Huang, (805) 756-5531.  If you have concerns regarding the manner in which the study is 
conducted, you may contact Dr. Steve Davis, Chair of the Cal Poly Human Subjects Committee, at (805) 756-2754, 
sdavis@calpoly.edu, or Dr. Dean Wendt, Interim Dean of Research, at (805) 756-1508, dwendt@calpoly.edu. 
 
 If you agree to voluntarily participate in this research project as described, please indicate your agreement 
by signing below.  Please keep one copy of this form for your reference, and thank you for your participation in this 
research. 
 
____________________________________   ________________ 
                   Signature of Volunteer                             Date 
 
 
____________________________________   ________________ 
                   Signature of Researcher                             Date 
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Garden Design Survey 
 
The purpose of this survey is to collect qualitative and quantitative data on various types of gardening 
environments for Ethan Lockwood’s senior project through the Liberal Arts and Engineering Studies 
department at California Polytechnic State University.  To avoid naming bias, numbers have been attached to 
the 3 garden environments as shown below.  Refer back to these numbered images for the following 
questions.     
 
 
 
1 2 
 
 
3 
 
Please feel free to skip any question and answer only as fully as you are comfortable.  Thank you for 
your time and feedback.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
Please describe any prior experience you have with gardening and other horticultural activities: 
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Please describe any hurdles (physical, financial, accessibility, etc) that you have faced in gardening and other 
horticultural activities: 
 
 
Please rate the ease of physically accessing plants in the three garden designs and provide any additional 
feedback - 
 
1 = very difficult to access, 2 = difficult to access, 3= neutral, 4 = easy to access, 5 = very easy to access 
 
 
Design 1 
 
1         2          3         4         5  
Feedback - 
 
Design 2 
 
1         2          3         4         5 
Feedback - 
 
Design 3 
 
1         2          3         4         5 
Feedback - 
 
 
Please rate the designs on their ability to support equitable social interaction of all users and provide any 
additional feedback: 
 
1 = strongly opposes, 2 = somewhat opposes, 3 = neutral, 4 = somewhat favors, 5 = strongly favors  
 
Design 1 
 
1         2          3         4         5  
Feedback – 
 
 
 
Design 2 
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1         2          3         4         5 
Feedback – 
 
 
Design 3 
 
1         2          3         4         5 
Feedback 
 
 
 
Please rate the designs on the likelihood of you to perform additional horticultural activities in the 
environment given free access to it : 
 
1 = extremely unlikely, 2 – unlikely, 3 – neutral, 4 – likely, 5 – extremely likely 
 
Design 1 
 
1         2          3         4         5  
Feedback - 
 
Design 2 
 
1         2          3         4         5 
Feedback - 
 
Design 3 
 
1         2          3         4         5 
 
Feedback - 
 
 
 
Any further feedback, comments, suggestion, or constructive criticism?  
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Ethan Lockwood Senior Project Analysis and Verification of Success: 
 
Sustainable Design 
 
The purpose of this survey to help in the quantification of Ethan Lockwood’s Senior 
Project.  Thank you for your time and critical feedback.  Please circle your selection and 
provide any comments if you would like. 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Did this Project Demonstrate Respect for the Wisdom of Natural Systems 
- The Biomimicry Principle? 
 
Respect for the wisdom of natural systems is centered on the idea that we should use nature as a 
mentor and model for all of our designs.  It fact, the source of all of our innovations can be traced 
back to nature itself.  Where technologies have been misapplied, they are usually examples of 
forgetting the lessons inherent all around us.  In order to return to a path of true sustainability our 
communities and built environments need to emulate natural systems.” (McLennan, 282) 
 
Strongly Disagree Disagree Neither Agree nor Disagree Agree Strongly Agree 
Comments: 
 
 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Did this Project Demonstrate Respect for People 
- The Human Vitality Principle? 
 
Sustainable design endeavors to create the healthiest, most nourishing places possible for people 
without diminishing the ability of nature to provide nourishing places for the rest of creation and 
for our own species in the future.  Respect for people reminds us that sustainable design is about 
creating health habitats - for us and the rest of creation.” (McLennan 282) 
 
Strongly Disagree Disagree Neither Agree nor Disagree Agree Strongly Agree 
Comments: 
 
 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Did this Project Demonstrate Respect for Place 
- The Ecosystem/Bio-Region Principle 
 
Sustainable design is built on the idea of regionalism.  It honors the differences that exist 
between places, both on the macro level with climate regions, and on the micro level with 
topographical and biological differences.  The philosophy of sustainable design rejects the notion 
that our buildings should look the same and built the same in any region regardless of whether 
we have the technological knowhow and resources to do so.  Indeed, it demands that our 
buildings respond to place in fundamental ways, from the level of the site to that of climate and 
bioregion.” (McLennan, 282) 
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Strongly Disagree Disagree Neither Agree nor Disagree Agree Strongly Agree 
Comments: 
   
                
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Did this Project Demonstrate Respect for the Cycle of Life 
-  The “Seven Generations” Principle 
 
In nature, all waste products are useful to other organisms as food.  Respecting the Cycle of Life 
involves eliminating things wherever possible that are toxic to people and the environment so 
that the environment is safe ‘to all people, for all time.’  Following this principle also means that 
there should be an appropriate fit between the life expectancy of an object and its use, be it an 
appliance or a whole building.” (McLennan, 282-282) 
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---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Did this Project Demonstrate Respect for Energy and Natural Resources - The Conservation and 
Renewable Resources Principle? 
 
Simply put, we live in a finite world but treat our resources like they are infinite.  This principle 
starts out by recognizing that all of our natural resources have intrinsic and foundational value in 
their natural state.  It is a principle that recognizes that our whole industrial economy is but a 
more subset of the natural economy and that we have a responsibility to use as little of any 
resource as is necessary for a given job. (McLennan 283) 
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---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Did this Project Demonstrate Respect for Process 
- The Holistic Thinking Principle? 
 
It is not possible to build for a sustainable future using the same design and construction 
processes that have created the environmental burdens in the first place. … If we want to change 
a result, we must first change the process that led to the result. (McLennan, 283) 
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